The space and its possibilities are so vast. ...I focus my gaze to place
a limitation, and from there evolves the greatness of immensity...

Look!

Research Lab and Artistic Retreat
for glocal Citizens

10. & 11. Mai at Kunstquartier Bethanien, Berlin-Kreuzberg
		IMpro KONTAKT 		
Body-Language in times of
transition
A TRAFO Workshop by The Moving Academy, Berlin
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I M pro K O N T A K T

Research Lab and Artistic Retreat

10. & 11. Mai at Kunstquartier Bethanien, Berlin-Kreuzberg
With Valentín Sanchez/ ES & Kristin Guttenberg/ D

A TRAFO* Workshop for global citizens
						

For International inhabitants, temporary transits, originals, long-established and new-arrivals in the City
About Creative intervention, activism and actual realities of Living Berlin
What An enriching space for inquiry and sense-making, exploration and play
		

Curiousity moves the question: What are we here for?
What is possible? What is needed here and now? What do I perform ?

How
A reasearch-retreat with facilited sessions.
Two days and one night in a spaceous
studio and vivid neighbourhood.
A sharing, learning & exploration journey
within a rich cultural cohort.
Research and creation processes inspired
by

Reflective & creative dialogue combined with research
in the urban surroundings and composition tools
can lead to unexpected outcomes. These may inform and enrich our individual and collective steps to create and co-create the world we live.

Somatic Sessions
Internal Martial Arts
& Contact Improvisation

Timing		
Start: Saturday at 9h - End: Sunday at 14h
Includes: Led sessions, research and personal time, resting, sleeping and eating breaks.
A night session will be offered, therefore sleeping in the studio is a suggested and welcome option
Fee: 180 to 100 € gliding scale.
We can offer a certain amount of stipendia places for an administrative fee of 30 €.
Please: you can address us if you would like to participate but are in a financially critical situation. We will try to find a solution.
					

For further information please visit: themovingacademy.com
Application and all your questions: kri.guttenberg@web.de or via phone at: 0163-4813241
*TRAFO - a european Transition Initaitive & Site-Specific Performance Project

		

With kind support of Mime Centrum Berlin

